Anti-Wear Design of the Knot-Tripping Mechanism and Knot-Tying Test for the Knotter
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Abstract: Aiming to solve the problem of knot-tripping failure caused by severe wear between the spherical roller and planar cam of the knotter, this paper first establishes a calculation model of the spatial cam contour surface. The knot-tripping mechanism in the knotter is designed as a line-contact curved-surface cam mechanism, with the cutter arm swinging in accordance with sinusoidal acceleration. The design significantly reduces the contact stress between the cam and the roller, compared to the original knot-tripping mechanism. Additionally, it eliminates the impact between the spherical roller and the planar cam. Based on the Archard model, the calculation model for cam-roller wear in the knot-tripping mechanism has been derived and utilized for wear calculation. The wear test results of the knot-tripping mechanism with an aluminum cam show that the curved cam has a wear amount that is 43%, 56%, 46%, and 37% lower than that of the planar cam after tying the knot 200 times, 600 times, 1300 times, and 2000 times, respectively. Under the condition that the twine tension is set to 120 N, and the rotation speed of the fluted disc is 60 rpm, the deviations between the calculated value and the measured value of the wear amount of the curved cam are 9.48%, 6.01%, 7.27%, and 9.95%, respectively. This validates the accuracy of the spatial cam wear model and the correctness of the curved cam design.
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1. Introduction

At present, approximately 2 billion tons of straw are produced worldwide each year [1]. Due to the low utilization rate of straw, the environmental problems caused by straw burning are significant. With the advancement of bioenergy technology, straw has been recognized as a renewable biomass resource, while it was previously considered as agricultural waste [2,3]. The equipment and technology for collecting, storing, and transporting straw have become bottlenecks to effective utilization. The promotion and use of a baling machine provide an effective method for the rapid recovery of straw. Now, the research on square balers mainly focuses on improving bale density [4–6] and optimizing efficiency [7–9].

The complex structure of the knotter, which is the central component of the baler, requires the accurate meshing of the tooth disks for efficient transmission during operation. Additionally, the mechanisms for knot-winding and rope-tripping must be coordinated with precise timing requirements. To improve the reliability of the knotter’s knotting process, studying the structural parameters and analyzing the motion of the knotter can enable the parametric modeling of the knotter structure and facilitate structural optimization analysis. Based on the Adams (Automatic Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical Systems) motion simulation software, Yin et al., 2011 [10] conducted correlation studies on the timing relationship of the knotter construction coupling action. They also conducted studies on the spatial component parameters, which provide a basis for parameterizing the structure
of the knotter. Zhang et al., 2018 [11] conducted a motion analysis of the knotter components using differential geometry theory to ensure that the knotter can achieve a reliable knotting action.

The rope-tripping mechanism is one of the key components of the D-type knotter rope-cutter. It consists of a spherical roller and a rope-tripping mechanism with a cam contact point. However, there are several issues associated with this mechanism, including high-impact loads, stress concentration, and severe wear. Under prolonged use, it can affect the sequential coordination of the knotter’s work and result in knotting failures. In order to address the problem of the rigid impact caused by the rope-tripping mechanism, Xiong et al., 2016 [12] devised an elastic knotting nozzle based on the principles of rigid-flexible collision theory. This design reduces the initial contact stress of the knotter rope-tripping mechanism and minimizes wear. To address the issue of severe wear on the inner contour of the cam in the knotter’s rope-tripping mechanism, Li et al., 2015 [13] proposed a solution. They suggested replacing the column surface contour with an equidistant circular arc surface that matches the theoretical contour surface of the cam. This modification increases the initial contact area between the roller and the cam, reduces the maximum initial contact stress, and alleviates wear on the inner contour of the cam.

In addition, improving the density of knotting and exploring new structures are also important research areas for knotters. The Loop MasterTM, a circular knotter designed and researched by New Holland, has achieved both “loop” and double knotting [14]. The design of the Loop MasterTM reduces the waste of the rope end and increases the tensile strength of the rope by 26%, thereby reducing the need for high-quality rope. The new V-shaped knotter launched by the KRONE company combines the high operational reliability of a dual-knotter with the non-chipping Cormick single-knotter [15]. It replaces the cutting mechanism with a yarn extractor, which reduces the rope debris of the knotter and improves the efficiency of the knot formation.

In recent years, numerical simulation technology has been gradually applied to tribology systems. Due to the complexity of wear mechanisms, scholars have established various wear models, among which the Archard wear model is the most widely used. Osman et al. [16,17] conducted quasi-static and dynamic simulations of gears based on Archard’s wear law and used a time-step integration scheme combined with a contact algorithm to solve the gear motion equation. JanaKiraman et al. [18,19] combined the Hertz contact theory with the Archard wear equation to establish a point contact wear model and conducted numerical simulations. Thus, the regression equation for estimating the Archard wear coefficient has been obtained, providing an important reference for the numerical simulation of gear tooth surface wear. Liu et al. [20] modified the Archard equation to account for elastic/pseudo-elastic properties and used the modified wear equation to predict and experiment with the wear of several engineering materials. The results showed that the modified wear equation had a good predictive performance for high elastic/pseudo-elastic materials.

At present, the research on the knotter mechanism primarily focuses on improving the reliability, optimizing the structure, and increasing knot density. However, the theoretical analysis of knotter wear has been neglected. This article theoretically studies the phenomenon and mechanism of wear in the knotting mechanism. A wear prediction model was established based on the theory of Archard, and a scheme was proposed to reduce wear by replacing the existing planar cam profile with a linear-contact surface cam mechanism containing sinusoidal acceleration. The improved curved cam and the pre-improved planar cam were trial-produced using an aluminum alloy material, and wear experiments were conducted. The experimental results showed good consistency with the predicted model.


As shown in Figure 1, the knot-tripping mechanism is a composite structure that primarily consists of the knotter rack, a planar cam with a groove on the large fluted disk, a cutter arm, and a spherical roller installed at the end of the cutter arm.
As shown in Figure 1, the knot-tripping mechanism is a composite structure that primarily consists of the knotter spindle, the planar cam can be considered as a form-closed cam mechanism (as shown in Figure 2b). The contour will drive and control the swinging motion of the cutter arm around its axis. During the swinging motion of the cutter arm, the rope-cutting knife, which is attached to the cutter arm, will complete the cutting action of the rope. The knot-tripping mechanism will then complete the release action. The notch on the cutting arm and the bottom of the knotter jaw are designed as transitional fits, which assist in removing the knotter knot from the knotter jaw.

![Figure 1. Composition of the knot-tripping mechanism: 1. Large fluted disc; 2. Groove cam; 3. Knotter rack; 4. Cutter arm; 5. Tripping notch; and 6. Spherical roller.](image)


![Figure 2. A planar cam with a groove on the large fluted disk: (a) The movement of the knot-tripping mechanism and (b) the form-closed cam mechanism.](image)

Figure 2. A planar cam with a groove on the large fluted disk: (a) The movement of the knot-tripping mechanism and (b) the form-closed cam mechanism.

3. Establishment of the Prediction Model for Cam-Roller Wear

3.1. Establishment of the Calculation Model for Cam Wear

The wear of the knotter is primarily caused by fatigue wear resulting from rolling and sliding when the cam comes into contact with the roller. The cam is a positive-drive cam mechanism, and the internal contour of the cam experiences significant force when driving the cutting arm to complete the knot-tripping motion. This leads to significant wear of the internal contour. The contact section between the roller and the outer contour of the cam primarily consists of the cam’s resting segment. Therefore, there is less friction between the roller and the outer contour of the cam. In this paper, the problem of severe wear of the inner contour is analyzed (note: the term “contour” in the subsequent papers specifically refers to the inner contours only).

However, the current calculation equation for the fatigue wear theory is quite complicated, and many parameters lack an accurate basis [21]. Therefore, there are limitations to its application. This paper aims to modify Archard’s wear theory to predict the differences
in wear between the cams and the rollers. The Archard wear theory is formulated as follows [22]:

\[ dV = K \frac{dP \times dL}{H} \]  

(1)

where \( V \) is the wear volume; \( K \) is the worn coefficient; \( P \) is the normal load at the contact point; \( L \) is the friction stroke; and \( H \) is the Brinell hardness of the material, in which \( dV, dP, dL \) can be expressed by the following equation:

\[ dV = dh dA, \quad dP = \sigma dA, \quad dL = v dt \]  

(2)

where \( h \) is the wear depth; \( A \) is the apparent contact area; \( v \) is the relative (slip) velocity; and \( t \) is the slip time. Then, Equation (1) can be rewritten as follows:

\[ dh = \frac{Kv}{H} \sigma dt \]  

(3)

In the Archard theoretical model, the velocity and the contact stress are defined as constants. However, in the cam model, the velocity and the stress at the contact point vary over time. Therefore, in this paper, the Archard model has been modified to the following equation:

\[ dh = K \frac{v(t) \times \sigma(t)}{H} dt \]  

(4)

Systematic tables of friction coefficients have been developed based on extensive testing. By using the wear coefficient \( k \) for \( K/H \), the wear depth \( h \) of the contact point can be expressed as follows [23]:

\[ h = \int_0^t k v(t) \sigma(t) dt \]  

(5)

where \( v(t) \) is the relative velocity of the contact section and \( \sigma(t) \) is the contact stress.

As shown in Figure 3, the origin \( O \) of the space-rectangular coordinate system is the point where the cutter arm rotation axis intersects with the upward projection of the knotter spindle. The direction of the \( x \)-axis is determined by the rotation axis of the cutter arm, while the direction of the \( z \)-axis is determined by the spindle of the knotter. The coordinates of the center of rotation of the cutter arm are \( O_1(0, y_1, 0) \).

![Figure 3. Coordinate system setting of a cam pair.](image)

In the computational modeling of the cam-roller contact profile, the basic cam profile is discretized into a series of independent contact points so that the effects of each point’s parameters on wear are considered separately over time. Additionally, time is discretized in order to simplify the calculation of Equation (5), due to the complex variation of the cam contact stress [24,25]. Based on the discrete contour contact points, the continuous time is considered as the sum of the short motion cycles (i.e., specific tiny time periods denoted by \( \delta T \)).
The rotation speed of the cam spindle is \( \omega_1 \) and the swing speed of the tool arm where the roller is located is \( \omega_2 \). The spatial contour of the cam is divided into \( m \) parts by uniformly translating the \( xOy \) plane along the \( z \)-axis direction, and then the segmented cam projection contour line is equally divided into \( n \) parts by the \( zOy \) slice with the rotation angle. Consequently, the spatial contour of the cam can be discretely projected onto points \( S_{(i,j)} \) (where “\( i \)” denotes the \( i \)-th cut of the cam space contour line using \( xOy \) and “\( j \)” denotes the \( j \)-th cut of the cam space contour line using \( zOy \)). The \( S_{(i,j)} \) satisfies the cam trajectory equation \( F(t) \), and the spatial coordinates of \( S_{(i,j)} \) are \((x_{(i,j)}, y_{(i,j)}, z_{(i,j)})\). The position vector of the moving point \( S_{(i,j)} \) when two parts are in contact is shown in formula (6):

\[
\vec{\rho} = x_{(i,j)} \vec{i} + y_{(i,j)} \vec{j} + z_{(i,j)} \vec{k}
\]  

(6)

where \( \vec{i}, \vec{j}, \) and \( \vec{k} \) are the unit vectors of the coordinate system.

As shown in Figure 4, the relative velocity vector at point \( S \) on the cam, the relative sliding velocity vector \( \vec{v}_{SE} \) can be expressed as follows:

\[
\vec{v}_{SE} = \vec{v}_{SF} + \vec{v}_{SC}
\]  

(7)

![Figure 4. Position of contact point between planar cam and spherical roller.](image)

The velocity vector of the point \( S_F \) can be expressed as follows:

\[
\vec{v}_{SF} = \omega_1(t)y_{(i,j)} \vec{i} + \omega_1(t)x_{(i,j)} \vec{j}
\]  

(8)

The velocity vector of the point \( S_C \) can be expressed as follows:

\[
\vec{v}_{SC} = \omega_2(t)z_{(i,j)} \vec{j} + \omega_2(t)(y_1 - y_{(i,j)}) \vec{k}
\]  

(9)

When the point \( S_F \) on the roller passes the point \( S_C \) on the cam, the relative sliding velocity vector \( \vec{v}_{SE} \) can be expressed as follows:

\[
\vec{v}_{SE} = \vec{v}_{SF} + \vec{v}_{SC} = \omega_1(t)y_{(i,j)} \vec{i} + \omega_1(t)x_{(i,j)} \vec{j} + \omega_2(t)z_{(i,j)} \vec{j} + \omega_2(t)(y_1 - y_{(i,j)}) \vec{k}
\]  

(10)

According to Formula (5), the wear depth of point \( S \) on the cam profile at the \( f \)-th cycle is as follows:

\[
\Delta h_{S_f} = k \int_0^{\delta T} v_{SE}(t) \sigma_f(t) dt
\]  

(11)

where \( v_{SE}(t) \) is the relative sliding velocity, it is assumed that the contact stress \( \sigma_f(t) \) at the \( f \)-th cycle does not vary with time within a very small wear cycle \( \delta T \), and the
distribution of the Hertz contact stress formula is parabolic, so that the wear increment becomes the following:

$$\Delta h_{Sf} = k \sigma_f(t) \int_0^{\delta T} v_{Sf}(t) dt$$

The wear occurs only when $\sigma_f(t) > 0$, namely when point $S$ is in contact. Moreover, as the wear deepens, the contact between the cam and the roller will change from a point contact to a line contact, and, according to the Hertz stress formula, $\sigma_f(t)$ will gradually decrease.

The depth of the cam accumulated by wear over time can be expressed as follows:

$$h_s = \sum_{j=1}^{R} \Delta h_s = k \sum_{j=1}^{R} [\sigma_f(t) \int_0^{\delta T} v_{Sf}(t) dt]$$

3.2. Replacement of Worn Cam Profile

The wear vector during a wear cycle is always in the direction normal to the friction surface, which is the direction of the line between the contact point and the cam center of rotation. However, after being worn, the direction of the wear vector changes in accordance with the wear pattern of the surface. Therefore, the direction of the wear vector must be determined as follows:

The direction of the wear vector is perpendicular to the line connecting the adjacent contact points on the cam profile. Then, the direction of the wear vector for the $f$-th wear cycle can be expressed as the angle with the unit coordinate vector, as follows:

$$\alpha_{f y, (i,j)} = \arctg \left( \frac{y_{f, (i,j)} - y_{f, (i,j-1)}}{x_{f, (i,j)} - x_{f, (i,j-1)}} \right)$$
$$\alpha_{f z, (i,j)} = \arctg \left( \frac{z_{f, (i,j)} - z_{f, (i-1,j)}}{y_{f, (i,j)} - y_{f, (i-1,j)}} \right)$$
$$\alpha_{f x, (i,j)} = \arctg \left( \frac{x_{f, (i,j)} - x_{f, (i-1,j-1)}}{z_{f, (i,j)} - z_{f, (i-1,j-1)}} \right)$$

where $\alpha_{f x, (i,j)}$, $\alpha_{f y, (i,j)}$, and $\alpha_{f z, (i,j)}$ are the angles to the unit vectors $\hat{i}$, $\hat{j}$, and $\hat{k}$, respectively. $(x_{f, (i,j)}, y_{f, (i,j)}, z_{f, (i,j)})$ is the cam profile coordinate of point $S_{f, (i,j)}$ at the $f$-th wear cycle. After one wear cycle, the coordinates of the profile $S_{f+1, (i,j)}$ after $f+1$ cycles can be found as follows:

$$x_{f+1, (i,j)} = x_{f, (i,j)} + \Delta h_{Sf} \cos \alpha_{fx, (i,j)}$$
$$y_{f+1, (i,j)} = y_{f, (i,j)} + \Delta h_{Sf} \cos \alpha_{fy, (i,j)}$$
$$z_{f+1, (i,j)} = z_{f, (i,j)} + \Delta h_{Sf} \cos \alpha_{fz, (i,j)}$$

4. Design of the Knot-Tripping Mechanism with the Curved Cam

4.1. Establishment of the Coordinate System of the Roller Motion

In order to obtain the space coordinate formula of the center point $P$ on the surface of the roller at any time, the fixed coordinate system $\delta(O - xyz)$ and the moving coordinate system $\delta_1(O_1 - x_1y_1z_1)$ are, respectively, established on the principal axis of the knottor holder and the axis of the cutter arm, as shown in Figure 5. The moving coordinate system $\delta_1$ is obtained by translating the fixed coordinate system $\delta$ and rotating the angle $\beta$ around the $x$-axis of the original fixed coordinate system. The center $O_1$ of the moving coordinate system $\delta_1$ is the intersection point obtained from the perpendicular line made from point $P$ towards the axis $mn$ of the cutter arm. The $z_1$ axis coincides with the axial line of the cutter arm shaft. The translation length of $O_1$ relative to point $O$ in the negative direction of the $y$
axis is $l_y$, and the translation length of $O_1$ relative to point $O$ in the positive direction of the $z$ axis is $l_z$. Point $Q$ is the center of the lower surface of the roller.

![Figure 5. Establishment of the coordinate system.](image)

According to the rigid body translation and the rotation transformation rules, the coordinate transformation relationship between the fixed coordinate system $\delta$ and the moving coordinate system $\delta_1$ is expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    x \\
    y \\
    z
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & \cos \beta & \sin \beta & 0 \\
    0 & -\sin \beta & \cos \beta & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 1 & 0 & l_y \\
    0 & 0 & 1 & -l_z \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    x_1 \\
    y_1 \\
    z_1
\end{bmatrix}
\tag{20}
\]

4.2. Establishment of Theoretical Contour Equation for Curved Cam

As shown in Figure 6, in the moving coordinate system $\delta_1$, the trajectory of point $P$ is an arc in the plane $x_1O_1y_1$ and its coordinate is $(x_0, y_0, 0)$. The distance from the center $P_0$ of the roller to the origin center $O_1$ is indicated by the symbol of $L$. The distance from point $P$ to point $Q$ is $L_f$, and the initial angle between $O_1P_0$ and the $x_1$ axis is $\theta_0$.

![Figure 6. Kinematic sketch of the roller.](image)
By substituting $P(x_0, y_0, 0)$ into Formula (20), the parameter formula of the spatial trajectory of point $P$ in the fixed coordinate system $\delta$ can be obtained as follows:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  x \\
  y \\
  z \\
  1
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  x_0 \\
  (y_0 + l_y) \cos \beta - l_z \sin \beta \\
  (-y_0 - l_y) \sin \beta - l_z \cos \beta \\
  1
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(21)

where $0 \leq \beta \leq 360^\circ$. With the rotation of the cam, the cutting arm oscillates in accordance with the sinusoidal acceleration law during the pushing stage and the returning stage of the cam. The pushing stage corresponds to the $P_0P_1$ section and the return section corresponds to the $P_1P_0$ section in Figure 6. The coordinates of point $P$ at the upper end of the roller in the moving coordinate system $\delta_1$ are expressed as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
  x_p &= L \cos(\theta_0 - \theta) \\
  y_p &= L \sin(\theta_0 - \theta) \\
  z_p &= 0
\end{align*}
$$

(22)

The coordinates of the center $Q$ point at the lower end of the roller in the moving coordinate system $\delta_1$ are expressed as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
  x_Q &= (L - L_f) \cos(\theta_0 - \theta) \\
  y_Q &= (L - L_f) \sin(\theta_0 - \theta) \\
  z_Q &= 0
\end{align*}
$$

(23)

In order to minimize the impact of the roller and the curved cam, the swinging motion of the cutter arm is designed based on the sine acceleration law [26]. Additionally, the contour of the curved cam is designed according to the trajectory of points $P$ and $Q$. By substituting Formula (22) and (23) into Formula (21), the spatial coordinates of point $P$ and point $Q$ in the fixed coordinate system $\delta$ can be obtained as follows:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_P \\
  y_P \\
  z_P \\
  1
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  L \cos(\theta_0 - \theta) \\
  L \sin(\theta_0 - \theta) \cos \beta + l_y \cos \beta - l_z \sin \beta \\
  -L \sin(\theta_0 - \theta) \sin \beta - l_y \sin \beta + l_z \cos \beta \\
  1
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(24)

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_Q \\
  y_Q \\
  z_Q \\
  1
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  (L - L_f) \cos(\theta_0 - \theta) \\
  (L - L_f) \sin(\theta_0 - \theta) \cos \beta + l_y \cos \beta - l_z \sin \beta \\
  -(L - L_f) \sin(\theta_0 - \theta) \sin \beta - l_y \sin \beta + l_z \cos \beta \\
  1
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(25)

By referring to the structural parameters of the D-type knotters manufactured by the Rasspe Company in Germany, the corresponding structural parameters for the curved cam are as follows: the value of $L, L_f, a, b, \theta_0$ are 64 mm, 17 mm, 58 mm, 22 mm, and 29°, respectively. The space surface formed by the spatial motion path of points $P$ and $Q$ obtained by Formulas (24) and (25) is the theoretical contour surface of the cam. By calculation, the theoretical profile surface of the linear-contact curved cam is shown in Figure 7; its 3D model, along with the actual profile surface, is shown in Figure 8a; and the manufactured prototype of the curved cam is shown in Figure 8b. In addition, the rollers that fit the cams are modified accordingly, as shown in Figure 8c.
Additionally, the maximum pressure angle of the knot-tripping mechanism with the curved cam is shown in Figure 8b. In addition, the rollers that simulate the knot-tripping mechanism with the planar cam and the curved cam. These curves are shown in Figure 9. The results show that the pressure angle of the knot-tripping mechanism with the curved cam is reduced by approximately 30% at the beginning section of the pushing stage of the cam. Additionally, the maximum pressure angle of the knot-tripping mechanism with the curved cam is decreased by approximately 20 degrees.

4.3. The Comparison of Mechanical Properties Between the Knot-Tripping Mechanism with Planar Cam and the Knot-Tripping Mechanism with Curved Cam

4.3.1. The Comparison of Pressure Angle of the Knot-Tripping Mechanism

The pressure angle curves of the knot-tripping mechanism can be calculated for both the planar cam and the curved cam. These curves are shown in Figure 9. The results show that the pressure angle of the knot-tripping mechanism with the curved cam is reduced by approximately 30% at the beginning section of the pushing stage of the cam. Additionally, the maximum pressure angle of the knot-tripping mechanism with the planar cam has decreased by approximately 20 degrees.

4.3.2. The Comparison of Cam-Roller Contact Force

The virtual knotting method under the Adams View 2020 software can be used to simulate the knotting process of the knitter, and the dynamics and kinematics data from each part can be obtained [27–29]. As shown in Figure 10, two types of virtual prototypes for
the knotter test device with the planar cam and the curved cam are established, respectively. The material of the cams was set to an aluminum alloy, and the dynamics simulations of the knotter are carried out by using the Adams solver.

![Image of knotter test device](image_url)

**Figure 10.** Virtual prototype of the knotter test device.

At the end of the simulation, the contact force data between the planar cam and the spherical roller are exported and are shown by the red line in Figure 11. Similarly, the contact force data between the curved cam and the cylindrical roller are shown by the blue line in Figure 11.

![Image of contact force curve](image_url)

**Figure 11.** The contact force curve between the cam and roller.

When the rotational speed of the principal axis of the knotter is set to 60 rpm, the contact force between the curved cam and the cylindrical roller is significantly lower than that of the contact force between the planar cam and the spherical roller in the knot-tripping mechanism. According to the simulation results, the maximum contact force between the planar cam and the spherical roller is approximately 1889 N when the cutter arm contacts the knotter jaw and finally takes off the knot. The maximum contact force between the curved cam and the cylindrical roller is approximately 605 N, which is reduced by 68% compared to the maximum contact force between the planar cam and the spherical roller.
5. Calculation Results and Test Verification of the Knot-Tripping Mechanism

5.1. The Calculation Results of the Wear Model and Wear Test

According to the wear coefficient measured by the Rabinowicz test [30], the wear coefficient ($k$) is $1 \times 10^{-11}$ mm$^3$·N$^{-1}$·m$^{-1}$ when the Brinell hardness of the aluminum alloy material is 50 HB. By utilizing MATLAB R2022b software, the amount of wear on two different types of cam release mechanisms was calculated after a single operation cycle. The resulting wear loss diagram in the cam lifting section is depicted in Figure 12.

![Figure 12. The wear loss curve of the cam lift segment after a single operation.](image)

In order to quantitatively compare the wear of the planar cam knot-tripping mechanism with that of the curved cam knot-tripping mechanism, two types of cams were manufactured using aluminum alloy 6061, as shown in Figure 13. In order to manufacture the curved cam knot-tripping mechanism conveniently, the split-type processing method was adopted. The split fluted disk with a curved cam is shown in Figure 14.

![Figure 13. Two kinds of fluted disc: (a) The integral fluted disc with planar cam and (b) the fluted disc with curved cam.](image)

![Figure 14. Split fluted disc with a curved cam: (a) Outside edge of curved cam and (b) internal groove of curved cam.](image)
The two knot-tripping mechanisms were installed on the test bench of the knotter, as shown in Figure 15. In order to simulate the actual conditions of the knot testing, the rope tension was set to 120 N, the spindle speed was set to 60 rpm, and the test bench was used for continuous knot testing. A total of 2000 knots were made by using two types of knot-tripping mechanisms in the test, as shown in Figure 16.

![Figure 15. Test bench for knotter.](image)

In order to accurately compare the wear of the planar cam knot-tripping mechanism and the curved cam knot-tripping mechanism, a handheld self-positioning 3D scanner with an accuracy of 0.02 mm was used to scan the unworn cams before the wear test. The scanned mesh image was reconstructed using CATIA V5-6R2020, as shown in Figure 17.

![Figure 16. A total of 2000 knots from the test.](image)

![Figure 17. Use of a hand-held, self-positioning 3D scanner to scan the unworn cam.](image)
After every 100 knots, a 3D scanner was used to scan the cam of the large fluted disc. Geomagic Wrap 2021 software was used to align and analyze the collected mesh image and the reverse reconstructed model in order to measure the amount of wear following the test. After completing 1000 knots, the wear of the cam is shown in Figure 18, where \( D \) represents the amount of wear generated by a specific point on the cam compared to the non-worn cam. \( D_x, D_y, \) and \( D_z \) represent the amount of wear at a specific point in each direction of the coordinate system in the lower right corner of Figure 18. The precise measurement data of the wear loss for both cams after completing 200, 600, 1300, and 2000 knots are shown in Table 1.

![Figure 18. Wear loss measurements of the planar cam and the curved cam.](image)

**Table 1. Measured wear and calculated wear of two kinds of cam mechanisms.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Knots</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>600</th>
<th>1300</th>
<th>2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>1.391</td>
<td>1.753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated wear of planar cam (mm)</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>1.166</td>
<td>1.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured wear of planar cam (mm)</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The deviation between the calculated wear value and the measured wear value of planar cam (%)</td>
<td>9.65</td>
<td>12.67</td>
<td>17.60</td>
<td>21.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated wear of curved cam (mm)</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>0.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured wear of curved cam (mm)</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The deviation between the calculated wear value and the measured wear value of curved cam (%)</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced wear of curved cams relative to planar cams (%)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In observing the cams after completing 2000 knots, it is obvious that the wear marks on the curved cam are wider than those on the planar cam, but the wear depth on curved cams is shallower. This is due to an increase in the contact area between the cam and the roller, as shown in Figure 19.

![Figure 19. Cam wear diagram of (a) planar cam and (b) curved cam.](image)

5.2. **Comparison and Analysis of the Wear Model Calculation Results and the Test Results**

From the experiment, it was observed that the most severe wear occurred in the area between the knot-tripping mechanism with the planar cam and the knot-tripping mechanism with the improved curved cam at approximately 35° of the cam lift. This is
because this area is in the knot-tripping position, therefore, the contact stress is at the maximum. The experimental results are consistent with the MATLAB calculation results, verifying the accuracy of the wear prediction model. Therefore, the wear of cast steel and stainless steel is predicted in this paper, and, according to the wear coefficient table, the wear coefficient of the cast steel, the ductile iron, and the stainless steel is close to $1 \times 10^{-12}$ mm³·N⁻¹·m⁻¹. The wear prediction model mentioned above can be utilized to predict the wear loss curves of cast-steel and stainless-steel cams during the cam lifting process, and are shown in Figure 20a. The wear prediction curves of cast-steel and stainless-steel cams with the number of turns are shown in Figure 20b.

Figure 20. The predicted wear loss curves: (a) The predicted wear loss curves of steel cam during cam lift and (b) the predicted wear loss curves of steel cam with the number of turns.

In addition, Table 1 demonstrates an increase in the contact area between the curved cam and the cylindrical roller, resulting in a reduction in impact and a significant improvement in wear. This confirms the correctness and effectiveness of the design of the curved cam knot-tripping mechanism. However, when comparing the simulation results with the measured wear amount after the test, it becomes evident that the theoretical wear amount of the planar cam exhibits an increasing error as the wear time increases. In the simulation model, the spherical roller is treated as a rigid body, maintaining point contact with the cam. As a result, the contact stress can be considered constant throughout each cycle. In fact, when the cam and the roller wear, they will gradually transform from point contact to line contact, and even expand into a smaller surface contact. Therefore, as the wear area expands, the contact stress between the cam and the roller will decrease accordingly, and the wear between the cam and the roller will also be reduced. Therefore, compared to curved cams, the theoretical calculation error of planar cams is much larger.

6. Conclusions

(1) A kinematic model of the spatial knot-tripping mechanism is established, and a line-contact curved cam mechanism with the cutter arm swinging according to the sinusoidal acceleration is designed, which significantly reduces the contact force between the planar cam and the spherical roller of the original knot-tripping mechanism and eliminates the impact between the roller and the cam.

(2) The wear test results of the knot-tripping mechanism of the aluminum cam show that, when the twine tension is 120 N and the spindle speed is 60 rpm, the wear of the curved cam is reduced by 43%, 56%, 46%, and 37%, respectively, compared with the planar cam for 200, 600, 1300, and 2000 knots. The errors between the calculated and measured wear values of the curved cam are 9.48%, 6.01%, 7.27%, and 9.95%, respectively. The effectiveness of the spatial cam-roller wear model and the correctness of the curved cam design are verified.
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